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NEW ORACLE CARDS 

LATEST HAY HOUSE BOOKS 

ORACLE OF 
THE 7 ENERGIES 

CARDS 
by Colette Baron-Reid 

RRP:$50.00 
9781401956974 

Hay House 
Cards 

Drawing upon the power of seven, this oracle reveals 
how we as individuals experience our lives, giving us a 
framework from which to make inspired choices as we 
co-create our reality. With guidance from intuitive 
master and oracle expert Colette Baron-Reid, you 
can now awaken to the power of Source within you, 
becoming a channel for Divine abundance and mira-
cles. 

SPELLCASTING 
ORACLE CARDS 

by Flavia Peters 
& Barbara Meiklejohn-Free 

RRP:$38.00 
9781788170772 

Hay House 
Cards 

By working with the mystical forces and cycles of 
nature, in conjunction with ancient wisdom and ritual, 
the SPELLCASTING ORACLE CARDS are a safe 
and easy divinatory method to open up magical practi-
tioners (whether new or experienced) to their full 
spellcasting potential, and give them the power to 
create and manifest what they desire in their lives. 

STAR TEMPLE 
ORACLE CARDS 

by Suzy Cherub (Auth) 
& Laila Savolainen (Art) 

RRP:$45.00 
9781925538878 

Blue Angel Gallery 
Cards 

Embody your sacred feminine powers and receive 
interstellar guidance with this glistening oracle from 
author, speaker and intuitive coach Suzy Cherub. The 
ancient wisdom of the Pleiades is weaved together 
with present-day mysticism to bring you uplifting and 
relevant insight. STAR TEMPLE ORACLE CARDS 
has been birthed to support your learning, creativity, 
awareness, and growth. Connect with the eternal 
knowing of the stars and let your intuition flow. 

MAGIC OF 
UNICORNS 

by Diana Cooper 
RRP:$30.00 

9781401961329 
Hay House 
Paperback 
pages TBC 

Diana Cooper shares her personal experiences with 
unicorns - how they have helped her on her spiritual 
journey, created miracles in her life and how she 
experienced the unicorns' healing powers - as well as 
other incredible true stories. In this book, you'll learn 
how to recognize when you are in the presence of a 
unicorn guide work with unicorn dreams to interpret 
the unicorns' messages invite more wisdom and love 
into your life with unicorn energy. 

MEDICAL MEDIUM 
CLEANSE TO HEAL 

by Anthony William 
RRP:$55.00 

9781401958459 
Hay House 
Hardback 
257 pages 

If you think you don't have any need to do a cleanse - 
if you're sure you couldn't possibly be harbouring any 
toxins in your body - think again. In today's world, 
there are poisons and pathogens that threaten our 
health starting before we're even born, and they con-
tinue to hold us back as we encounter them in our 
everyday life. Cleansing is a vital tool for fighting 
against these burdens - as long as you go about it the 
right way. That's why you need this book.  

SPIRITUAL PRACTICE 
FOR CRAZY TIMES 

by Philip Goldberg 
RRP:$30.00 

9781401961657 
Hay House 
Paperback 
pages TBC 

In challenging times (like the ones we're living in right 
now), spiritual practice isn't a luxury, it's an absolute 
necessity. Now, expert teacher Philip Goldberg offers 
a hands-on guide based on his decades of scholarship 
and practical experience, giving readers a wide range 
of tools and techniques-from meditation to cognitive 
reframing to "spiritual space management"-to relieve 
their minds and refresh their souls. 

NEW FROM LLEWELLYN 

ART OF 
LUCID DREAMING 

by Clare Johnson PhD 
RRP:$38.00 

9780738762654 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
264 pages 

Dr. Clare Johnson, world-leading expert on lucid 
dreaming, provides an excellent introduction and 
practical tips so you can learn to "wake up" in your 
dreams. When you are awake and lucid in a dream, 
you can choose to ask your subconscious mind for 
guidance, perform healing magic, predict the future, 
seek creative solutions to problems, or explore the 
dream realm more deeply and more profoundly than 
ever before. 

HIGH 
MAGICK 

by Philip Farber 
RRP:$38.00 

9780738762661 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
312 pages 

Discover the fascinating world of cannabis magick! 
This ground-breaking book explores how to incorpo-
rate one of the world's most powerful plants into magi-
cal work like invocation, evocation, banishing, and 
making change in the world. In HIGH MAGICK, you 
will learn about the historical and contemporary use of 
cannabis in spiritual settings and explore how you can 
use it safely and effectively. 

TOUCH THE EARTH 
KISS THE SKY 

by Diotima Mantineia 
RRP:$38.00 

9780738761343 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
288 pages 

TOUCH THE EARTH KISS THE SKY provides a 
fascinating approach to spiritual practice that inte-
grates cutting-edge scientific theories. Following the 
eight stations of the sun through one year, each chap-
ter includes "touch the earth" exercises designed to 
help ground your experience in nature and the sea-
sonal cycles as well as "kiss the sky" exercises that 
will help you get in contact with the divine and your 
own inner sense of the sacred. 
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NEW TAROT CARDS 

NEW ZEALAND AUTHORS 

NEW BOOKS 

DEVA 
by Jacquelyn Lane 

RRP:$33.00 
9781644110744 
Findhorn Press 

Paperback 
336 pages 

DEVA is a Sanskrit word meaning "Being of Light," an appropriate name as Deva 
sing light out of the primordial darkness to create forms for Being. Sharing her 
personal experiences with Deva in many lands over four decades, the author 
investigates our relationship with Deva, in particular via the elementals of our 
human constitution, and how we can communicate with the Deva of trees and 
plants as well as the angelic kingdom. 

WEED 
by James Borrowdale 

RRP:$35.00 
9780143774327 

Penguin 
Paperback 
272 pages 

In WEED, award-winning journalist James Borrowdale dives in deep to under-
stand that relationship, meeting a fascinating cross-section of New Zealand along 
the way - a nineteenth-century nun who allegedly grew pot, a bystander to the Mr 
Asia syndicate, a convicted heroin dealer turned criminologist, people both using 
and offering the drug for medicinal relief, politicians and law-makers old and new. 
What's revealed is an engrossing, heady and sometimes surprising account of 
New Zealand and weed. 

HEALING WITH 
LIGHT FREQUENCIES 

by Jerry Sargeant 
RRP:$33.00 

9781644111093 
Inner Traditions 

Paperback 
260 pages 

Access high-vibrational Consciousness Codes to heal 
your body and mind - Explains how to work with extra-
terrestrial light frequencies to clear, energize, uplift, 
and empower your body and mind and speed up the 
healing process - Offers basic, intermediate, and 
advanced ways of healing. 

LIVING SOULS 
IN THE 

SPIRIT DIMENSION 
by Chris Hardy 

RRP:$40.00 
9781591433729 

Bear & Co 
Paperback 
352 pages 

In this exploration of consciousness, after-death 
communication, and the validity of near-death and out-
of-body experiences, Chris H. Hardy, Ph.D., a former 
researcher at Princeton's Psychophysical Research 
Laboratories, reveals that all beings exist simultane-
ously in the material dimension and in the soul hyper-
dimension. 

11.11 
ORACLE BOOK 
by Alana Fairchild 

RRP:$45.00 
9781925538892 

Blue Angel Gallery 
Hardback 
302 pages 

This unique resource of 11.11 paradigm-shifting 
messages connects you to supportive insight and 
uplifting wisdom. Discover the sacred meaning of the 
numbers you encounter every day and access the 
love, guidance, reassurance and inspiration the Uni-
verse is sending you. 

MURDER OF CROWS 
TAROT DECK 
by Corrado Roi 

RRP:$60.00 
9788865276648 

Lo Scarabeo 
Tarot Deck 

Omen bringer, messenger, guardian and scavenger: 
the crow has no master. Black cards, with just a hint of 
red blood colour, this gothic deck brings fear and 
disquiet into Tarot as never seen before. A Tarot deck 
to read with your own soul.  
78 full colour tarot cards and instructions 

PRIMORDIAL 
TAROT DECK 
by Sergio Toppi 

RRP:$60.00 
9788865276624 

Lo Scarabeo 
Tarot Deck 

Published many years ago, ahead of its time, as 
TAROT OF THE ORIGINS, it carries the reader into 
the world of early mankind, when spirituality and the 
material world were one and the same. The deck is all 
about raw emotions: extremely loud when it shouts, 
uncannily silent when it's quiet. Wisdom, after all, is 
not words: it is a spark of light in the night. 

TRADITIONAL MANGA 
TAROT DECK 
by Shou Xueting 

RRP:$40.00 
9788865276525 

Lo Scarabeo 
Tarot Deck 

"Traditional" carries a double meaning for this lovely 
and enchanting deck. It refers to the fact that the cards 
follow the traditional symbology of Tarot closely and 
completely. It also refers to the purity of the Manga 
style it has been designed with. The spirit of the deck, 
apart from the gentle depth of its art, shows that 
tradition is the road to innovation. 
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2018 
LLEWELLYNS 

WITCHES 
DATEBOOK 

RRP:$26.00 
9780738737744 

Llewellyn 
Paperback 
144 pages 

2021 GRATITUDE DIARY 
& DAILY PLANNER 

by Melanie Spears 
RRP:$45.00 Discount 35% 
9780648031093 
Melanie Spears 
Paperback  
395 pages 

 
A day to a page Organisational Dairy Monthly Astrological Overview Reflective Quotes from the 
great teachers of our time 13 worksheets that begin on each New Moon Daily Gratitude Pages 
Inspired Art. 
  
Other features include:  

 Day to a page organisational Diary  

 Daily space to give thanks for your life experiences 

 Moon orientation and astrology guide 

 Uplifting quotes  

2021 
ASTROLOGY DIARY 

SOUTHERN 
HEMISPHERE 

by Patsy Bennett 
RRP:$18.00 

9781925924145 
Rockpool Publishing 

Paperback 
160 pages 

2021 
LUNAR & SEASONAL 

DIARY SOUTHERN 
HEMISPHERE EDITION 

by Stacey Demarco 
RRP:$35.00 

9781925924169 
Rockpool Publishing 

Paperback 
192 pages 

2021 
CRYSTAL 

DESK 
CALENDAR 

by Rachelle Charman 
RRP:$13.00 

9781925924299 
Rockpool Publishing 

Calendar 

2021 
I CAN DO IT 
CALENDAR 
by Louise Hay 

RRP:$26.00 
9781401956486 

Hay House 
Calendar 

2021 
MOONOLOGY 

DIARY 
by Yasmin Boland 

RRP:$26.00 
9781788173643 

Hay House 
Paperback 
264 pages 

2021 
DAILY 

INSPIRATION 
FROM WAYNE DYER 

CALENDAR 
by Wayne Dyer 

RRP:$26.00 
9781401956479 

Hay House 
Calendar 

2021 HAY HOUSE DIARIES & CALENDARS 

2021 ROCKPOOL PUBLISHING DIARIES & CALENDARS 
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LLEWELLYN 2021 ASTROLOGY CALENDARS & ALAMNACS - DISCOUNT 40% 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

HERBAL 
ALMANAC 
RRP:$32.00 

9780738754826 
Paperback 
312 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

MAGICAL 
ALMANAC 
RRP:$32.00 

9780738754833 
Paperback 
288 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

SABBATS 
ALMANAC 
RRP:$28.00 

9780738754857 
Paperback  
312 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

WITCHES 
COMPANION 

RRP:$28.00 
9780738754895 

Paperback 
288 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

WITCHES 
DATEBOOK 

RRP:$28.00 
9780738754901 

Paperback 
168 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

WITCHES 
SPELL A DAY 

ALMANAC 
RRP:$28.00 

9780738754918 
Paperback  
264 pages 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
ALCHEMY 1977 GOTHIC 

CALENDAR 
RRP:$33.00 

9780738754727 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
ASTROLOGICAL 

CALENDAR 
RRP:$34.00 

9780738754734 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
DRAGON 

CALENDAR 
RRP:$32.00 

9780738754765 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
ESSENTIAL OILS 

CALENDAR 
by Kac Young 

RRP:$32.00 
9780738763842 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
GREENWITCH BOTANICAL 

CALENDAR 
by Siolo Thompson 

RRP:$32.00 
9780738762562 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
MAGICAL FAERY 

CALENDAR 
by Emily Fiegenschuh 

RRP:$32.00 
9780738763620 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
MAGICAL CATS 

CALENDAR 
by Jay Graphixx & Jessica Allain 

RRP:$32.00 
9780738760377 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
TAROT 

CALENDAR 
by Barbara Moore 

RRP:$32.00 
9780738754673 

2021 LLEWELLYNS 
WITCHES 

CALENDAR 
RRP:$32.00 

9780738754888 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

ASTROLOGICAL 
POCKET 

PLANNER 
RRP:$22.00 

9780738754741 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
192 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

DAILY 
PLANETARY 

GUIDE 
RRP:$28.00 

9780738754758 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
208 pages 

2021  
LLEWELLYNS 

MOON 
SIGN 

DATEBOOK 
RRP:$28.00 

9780738754642 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
168 pages 

2021 
LLEWELLYNS 

SUN SIGN 
BOOK 

by Lesley Francis 
RRP:$28.00 

9780738749501 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
288 pages 
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